COLEMAN CHEYENNE
Videos:
The videos are helpful for an overview for the camper. Keep in mind that some of the
features are not on our trailer and many will not be used if you are “dry camping” or
camping without city hookups.

#1 (A must see)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kvE5Ei5zAow

#2 (Beginning great to see then accessories.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sZRDkndZiV4

#3 water heater, camper heater, maintenance
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JEF7uDlk6LY

Picking up your camper:
You will need a hitch with a 2” ball and round 7 pin wiring connector
This camper gvwr (gross volume weight rating) 3000 lbs
Check your vehicle’s owner’s manual for recommended towing weights.
On pick up we will show you the steps of hooking up the camper.

Hook Up Overview:
1.

The camper tongue lifts up and down with the tongue jack by winding the
handle. Once the camper is completely connected to your vehicle wind and raise
the wheel, pull the pin and swing the jack to lock up and parallel to the ground
in traveling position.

2.

The tongue should fully rest on the ball with coupler securely fastened and the
safety pin in place!!!

3.

The safety chains should cross and connect to the trailer and the vehicle.

4.

The brake safety line connects to the vehicle

5.

Connect electrical pigtail, check brake lights and blinkers operation on the
camper.

Here are simple steps for easy set up:
1.

Find level ground for the camper and place wheel chucks in front and back of
each wheel. These are in the front storage area.

2.

Release the pin and coupler on the ball and disconnect the brake safety line,
electrical hook up, and safety chains. Release the jack and wind it to raise the
tongue full off the hitch. Pull the vehicle away from the trailer and lower the jack
until the camper is level.

3.

Unlatch roof latches and get crank handle. Insert handle into opening at the back
center of camper. Wind in a clockwise direction until full raised. It will not allow
you to go past this point.

4.

Remove crank handle and go to each corner of the camper. Slip the end of the
crank around the post in each corner’s stabilizing feet. Crank down until each is
firmly on the ground. Recheck to be sure the camper is level.

5.

Use the key to unlock and open the half door covering. When open it drops
down into a step.

6.

Take any items needed out of the front storage area, close lid and then pull out
the beds, front and back. Once fully extended release the bed supports and lift
the bed slightly while securely positioning the support on the receivers. Pull
tenting partially over corners when outside the camper and from the inside
attach the white pole support that you will find under the mattress. This pops
the tenting over the bed and attaches to the roof of the camper by the central
living area. See pic. The window covers may be unzipped and your bedding set
up .

7.

Set up the screen door. Release the two snaps that hold the door in place and
release the spring pin clip at the base of the door. Support the door while sliding
into place at the base and attach the latches at the top of the door. Velcro for a
tight weather and insect seal.

8.

Lift the handle on the sink and stove to raise the front section into place.

9.

Set up dining table. Set seat bottoms first to lock them in with the backrest
cushions dropping behind.

10.

The stove will light easily, remember to turn on the dial of the propane tank. A
second full tank is in the front storage area in case it is needed. Turn the dial off
when done using the trailer prior to transport home. There is a second stove in
the storage area that slides onto its mount found to the left of door. This is a
great way to cook outside! Simply slide the stove evenly onto the camper, set the
brace underneath for support, screw on the gas line and prop up the back and
side braces.

*****The camper is equipped with a gas leak detector that operates with battery or plug
in power. If you hear the alarm turn off all gas, open windows to air out the camper
and look for the leak or issue.
***The refrigerator and plugs will only work if you are hooked up to power in a plug in
campground. Otherwise the lights will operate, as well as the fan from the battery
provided. You will find an extra light that plus into the ceiling light and connects to the
overhead support of the bed. It is a nice reading light especially with the privacy
curtain pulled.
***If you plan to use the sink inside the trailer, the outside shower, the hot water heater
please watch the videos for helpful instruction. You will need to fill the water tank to
use the water features, a hose is under the seats of the dining table.
***In bear habitat all food needs to be stored in the bear boxes provided. The camper is
not bear proof!!!!

